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One small step for county homeless
Supervisors to discuss
using parking lot for
mini-housing units
By ANGELA HART
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Sonoma County is inching
closer to erecting a micro-community of tiny houses for homeless people — a model that if
successful, could be replicated
on vacant lots and unused county land inside and outside city

limits.
The Board of Supervisors
on Tuesday is set to consider
whether to use a county-owned
parking lot at its sprawling administration complex in Santa
Rosa to house up to 12 small
structures for two years.
County officials have proposed locating the houses —
which could be shipping containers, prefabricated mobile
trailers or custom-built cottages — on a 10,000-square-foot lot
northwest of the intersection of

Mendocino Avenue and Chanate
Road. The site, at Paulin Drive
and Fiscal Drive, beat out five
others in Santa Rosa that county officials were eyeing over the
past two months.
Supervisor Shirlee Zane, who
is spearheading the project, argued that the shelters can help
boost the local housing stock
faster than other affordable
housing developments and provide much-needed units for

Supervisor
Shirlee Zane
walks through
a lot on Fiscal
Drive in Santa
Rosa being
considered for
up to 12 small
structures for
the homeless.
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POTENT BREW » SR treatment plant set to take commercial
grease and slime too nasty to send down the sewers

Waste into energy

Sheriff:
Militia
goal is
rebellion
Oregon rancher protest
turned into occupation
of a federal building
By CARISSA WOLF
AND PETER HOLLEY
WASHINGTON POST
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Jim McCall, a foreman with Pacific Infrastructure Corp., installs a waste tank last month at the Laguna Treatment Plant in Santa Rosa.
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

massive crane lifted the last of four large silver
tanks into place at Santa Rosa’s wastewater treatment plant last week, a major milestone in the
city’s $3 million effort to turn tough-to-treat waste into
energy and save local businesses money in the process.
The new equipment at the city’s Llano Road plant isn’t
much to look at. The four 10,000-gallon tanks sitting on a
concrete pad are not unlike the steel tanks found in typical breweries and wineries in the area.
But when they go into operation in April, the towering
cauldrons will contain a far more potent brew — thousands of gallons of stuff typically too nasty to send down
the sewers, including fats, oils, grease, food waste and
slaughterhouse slime.
TURN TO WASTE » PAGE A2

A crane lifts a high-strength waste tank into place last month at
the Laguna Treatment Plant in Santa Rosa.

BURNS, Ore. — An unpredictable new chapter in the wars
over federal land use in the
West unfolded on Sunday after a
group of armed activists split off
from an earlier protest march
and occupied part of a national
wildlife refuge in remote southeastern Oregon.
The activists, led by rancher
Ammon Bundy, set themselves
up in the Malheur National
Wildlife Refuge 30 miles southeast of here, defying the organizers of a rally and march held
Saturday in support of two local
ranchers who are scheduled to
report to federal prison today to
serve a sentence for arson.
Some of the occupiers said
they planned to stay indefinitely. Harney County Sheriff David Ward said authorities from
several law enforcement organizations were monitoring the
situation.
“These men came to Harney
County claiming to be part of
militia groups supporting local
ranchers,” Ward said in a statement Sunday. “When in reality
these men had alternative motives, to attempt to overthrow
the county and federal government in hopes to spark a movement across the United States.”
The occupation revealed deep
divides among some Western
ranchers who want freer rein
over federal lands but are split
on whether to achieve those
goals peacefully or more confrontationally.
Organizers of Saturday’s rally said several hundred protesters marched through Burns, a
ranching town of fewer than
3,000 residents, in a show of supTURN TO OREGON » PAGE A2

Saudi Arabia cuts ties with Iran
Tehran diplomats given 48
hours to leave amid fallout
from Shiite cleric’s execution
By BEN HUBBARD AND
THOMAS ERDBRINK
NEW YORK TIMES
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Protesters hold photos of Sheikh Nimr al-Nimr on
Sunday outside the Saudi Embassy in Ankara, Turkey.

BAGHDAD — Saudi Arabia cut diplomatic ties with Iran on Sunday and gave
Iranian diplomats 48 hours to leave the
kingdom, intensifying a strategic and
sectarian rivalry that underpins conflicts across the Middle East.
The surprise move, announced in a
news conference by Adel al-Jubeir, the

Saudi foreign minister, followed harsh
criticism by Iranian leaders of the execution of an outspoken Shiite cleric, Sheikh
Nimr al-Nimr, in Saudi Arabia and the
storming of the Saudi Embassy in Tehran by protesters in response.
The cutting of diplomatic ties came
as the United States and other countries
were hoping that even limited cooperation between the two powers could help
end the crushing civil wars in Syria and
Yemen while easing tensions in Iraq,
Bahrain, Lebanon and elsewhere.
Instead, analysts feared it would increase sectarian divisions and investTURN TO IRAN » PAGE A4
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